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This Policy Brief aims to summarise the key findings of the Skill
IT for Youth Project and to put forward proposals for
improvement in this area.

APPROACH
The ‘Skill IT for Youth – Integrating Digital and Future Skills into
Youth Work’ project's stated aim was to increase the quality and
relevance of Youth Work though digitalisation, resulting in increased
opportunities for young people in the 21st Century. Initially we
conducted a literature review, which was followed by an innovative
piece of research comparing the viewpoints of Young People, youth
workers, youth services managers, and employers.
The analysis of the data examined:
realities and perceptions around digital skills attainment levels
how digital learning occurs
what skills are required for employment today and in the near
future
discrepancies between existing skills level, and required skills
level
how the Youth Sector does and can help Young People develop
relevant digital skills.
Over the course of the project, we hosted a week-long International
Youth Worker Training for 22 participants, and 8 national level
seminars including a total of over 100 stakeholders. During these
events we collected further data and opinions from youth
practitioners, academics, employability experts, and other relevant
stakeholders.
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Why does this matter?
EVERY AREA OF LIFE NOW REQUIRES A LEVEL OF
DIGITAL SKILL, IN PARTICULAR EMPLOYMENT
With the digitalisation of society, using digital technology is now unavoidable in
most areas of life. If Young People are to be prepared for a balanced and healthy
life, and are to fully participate in society, becoming digitally competent has
become essential.
Looking at employability then, it is estimated that 90% of jobs will soon need digital
skills and that 65% of students starting school today will have jobs that have not yet
been invented (1). This means that as well as Digital Skills per se, Young People
need to be equipped with what is often termed Future Skills, and certain Soft Skills,
such as flexibility, agility and resilience in the face of change.

"In this environment, being a well-rounded individual gives
young people a competitive edge. This is defined as a solid
secondary or tertiary education together with active
participation in extracurricular activities such as sport,
charity and community work."
- Employer Interviewee
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1 The Future of Jobs Report. 2018. World Economic Forum.

Current state of play of
Digital Skills level & Digital
Youth Work in ireland
HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR RESEARCH
The findings show that there are significant opportunities for the Youth Work sector
to contribute to preparing young people for the future workplace. Around Europe
Ireland is considered a leader in Digital Youth Work however this work happens
largely in an uncoordinated fashion and could be made much more effective.
Both the desk research and the interviews with employers indicate that the pace of
technological change and automation is speeding up, and that this will have a major
impact on the future workplace. There is a skills shortage in Ireland across all
sectors but particularly those requiring higher level digital competencies for roles
such as data analysts, systems architects, and software engineers.
There is a consensus across all stakeholder groups that while Young People are
quite “tech savvy”, strong with social media, and generally intuitive around digital
learning, they often lack the basic to intermediate digital skills needed for
employment such as standard Office software. Also, all agreed that an
understanding of how a technology is used in a business setting, and the ability to
create rather than only 'consume' via technology, are essential. Basic data analysis,
creation of reports and content are vital, with coding and programming identified as a
valuable skillset. The average digital skills level of young people is considered to be
only basic ICT literacy. Technology is used as consumer gadgets with limited
knowledge of how to use it as a creative tools. This is also the example that is seen
in the home, and this seems to be an issue particularly in Ireland.
In relation to general employability then, from the perspective of employers, the
research highlighted adaptability, flexibility, critical thinking, teamwork, collaboration
and communication within multicultural teams as the most sought-after skillset today.
The future competencies that emerged from the research are a strong work ethic,
confidence, leadership, resilience, knowledge sharing and analytical skills.
When analysed against the perspectives of senior managers, youth workers and
indeed Young People, all agree that Youth Work and youth organisations make a
significant contribution to the development of these transferable skills and of digital
skills as well.
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Economic and Policy context
WHILE IRELAND IS OUT OF THE RECESSION,
FORMAL EDUCATION AND DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURE STILL LAG BEHIND.
THE UNCERTAINTY OF BREXIT NOW HINDERS
INVESTMENT, YET THE GROWTH SECTORS NEED
MORE SKILLED RECRUITS RIGHT NOW
According to Barnardos, despite Ireland being one of the wealthiest countries in the
world, in 2016 one in nine children (up to 18 years old) were living in consistent
poverty (1). This figure had not improved by 2019. Education plays a crucial role in
breaking the cycle of intergenerational poverty and is the most powerful gift we can
give children as it unlocks their potential, offsets the impact of poverty and creates a
level playing field.
At the European Commission's conference, 'The Future of Work: Today. Tomorrow.
For All.' in April 2019, megatrends such as climate change, digitalisation,
globalisation, migration and ageing populations were highlighted as major
challenges for European countries (2). By 2034, today’s 10 year olds will be 25
years old. It is likely that almost 50% of today’s jobs will have disappeared or
radically changed due to automation and the digitalisation of society (3). Future
opportunities for Young People are under threat and we must act now to ensure no
child is left behind, particularly in lower socially-economic communities and remote
rural areas.
Digital Youth Work in Ireland has been proven as a great enabler of Young People's
development of digital skills for the future workplace (4). With a focus on 21st
century skills development, youth workers are building Young People’s soft skills of
creativity, critical thinking and problem solving skills. Groundbreaking homegrown
education initiatives are supporting them to develop digital and STEAM skills.
When developing new policy initiatives and reforms, we ask policymakers and
funders to understand and value how investing in Digital Youth Work plays a pivotal
role in meeting the challenges facing Ireland's young people and businesses alike.
With the right policies and funding in place, we can make sure that no child is left
behind. Providing opportunities for all Young People to access quality education in
Youth Work settings as outlined in our recommendations will equip them to
participate fully in society and achieve their full potential for better outcomes and
brighter futures.
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1 Barnardos. 2017. Press Release - Child Poverty Rates Remain Stubbornly High.
2 EU Commission Conference April 2019 - The Future of Work: Today. Tomorrow. For All.
3 OECD Employment Outlook 2019, The Future of Work.
4 NYCI TechSpace STEM in Youth Work Maker Project. Final Learning Report 2019.

Current opportunities and
challenges
There are a number of key obstacles for Young People in acquiring digital skills.
These can be summarised as:
a lack of effective policy and digital strategy for the youth sector,
poor and inequitable ICT infrastructure including broadband and public
transport, affecting rural Ireland in particular,
formal education overloaded and unable to keep up with digital skills,
lack of funding, or restricted funding stifling innovation,
youth work staff or volunteers feeling inadequately equipped to use digital
technology with young people
parental understanding limiting young people’s acquisition of skills,
Young People’s inability to transpose the transferable skills from non-formal
education to the workplace.
Young People consistently identified self-learning, trial and error, and learning from
a peer, as the primary ways they learn a new digital skill. In the case of the 'basic'
ICT skills most Young People said they acquire them at secondary school.
Youth Work already provides the best setting for the acquisition of 'soft',
transferrable skills but there is clearly a confidence and skills gap among youth
workers, which limits their ability to integrate Digital Youth Work programmes into
their practice.
Youth Services are in an opportune position to support young people's Digital
Learning if we can address the challenges highlighted by Youth NGOs' managers
i.e. resourcing, access to equipment and tools, confidence issues and the skills
level of youth workers.
With additional investment through public-private-NGO partnerships, innovative
programmes and services could easily deliver better Digital Learning outcomes for
more Young People.
More joined-up thinking and the provision of a knowledge transfer system for the
Youth Work profession are also key, to help overcome fear and skills shortages.
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recommendations for
innovation and further
developments
OVER THE COURSE OF THE PROJECT, A NUMBER OF
SUGGESTIONS EMERGED FROM STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATIONS
These broadly fell under 3 categories:
what the Youth Sector can do collectively to support itself in becoming more
relevant and effective around Digital Skills attainment
what the sector's core institutional funders, the government and other relevant
agencies can do through both policy and funding (primarily at national level and to
an extent at local level)
how the Corporate Sector can get involved and be supportive i.e. employers,
recruiters, industry and business associations, while also serving its own
recruitment needs
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the youth sector collectively

set up better networking opportunities and knowledge/learning sharing fora
start with the needs, not the technology
involve Young People in identifying their Digital Learning needs, and in codesigning and planning programmes
set up consultations with employers and recruiters, especially tech companies
encourage and support organisations to adopt and embed a culture of Digital Youth
Work promotion across the board, and make it part of their core, everyday work

PUBLIC policy

joined-up thinking in Policy & Planning: currently there is excellent work happening
from the ground up, but a top down coordinated approach is now needed to reach
the next level and to ensure that no child gets left behind
investment in supporting infrastructure (such as broadband in rural areas)
investment in training
create a Digital Learning Framework for Youth Work/non-formal learning, not only
for formal learning; treat the two as complementary and equally important
explicitly include employability skills in the curriculum
have a national strategy for embedding technology in Youth Work
create mechanisms for public-private-NGO partnerships to flourish. Together,
develop innovative digital programmes and initiatives that directly target capacity
building of the youth sector

employers, recruiters & business association
input into consultations: help understand what skills are needed in the workplace
and advise on how skills are best attained, to support programme development
provide pro-bono leadership around embedding technology into the sector
role modelling / mentoring of both Young People and staff around digital skills
provide equipment and/or flexible funding to support innovation
In conclusion
Despite the challenges and barriers there are significant opportunities for the Irish
youth sector in the realm of equipping Young People with vital digital skills and
employment skills. It already plays a significant role in developing and leading this
critical work in Ireland, and should be supported to take it further.

For more information on the Skill IT for Youth project: https://digipathways.io
Contact: Anne L’Henoret, Youth Work Ireland, alhenoret@youthworkireland.ie
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NB: The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

